Dear Editor, It is a pleasure to respond, as author of the Pms algorithm to which his editorial refers, to Prof. Teboul's provocative title [1] .
Refreshingly, we see acceptance of Pms, rather than any preload measure, as the preferred method of evaluating the effective blood volume, definitely a step in the right direction.
So why does Teboul invite such a bleak reply? Why is a Guytonian approach to the circulation only now finding its way into mainstream care?
One answer, we agree, is that Pms is not easy to measure repeatedly using inspiratory hold or arm compression [2] . We have demonstrated [3] that a useful Pms analogue, Pmsa, can be calculated using
where ''c'' is an anthropometrically based variable (0.3 \ c \ 
is thus a very useful static descriptor of the global performance of the heart. Using the SVR (for all its shortcomings) as a resistance measure, Pmsa, E h and SVR calculated for the present and target circulations permit precise graphical vector guidance for the direction and priority of volumetric, cardioactive and vasoactive therapies.
In a closed loop study, for example [4] , volume replacement was targeted to a clinician-prescribed Pmsa. In 601 h of CVVHD in ten subjects using a ''bang bang'' controller, 409 litres were replaced with a loss of 417 litres with no microcontroller 'knowledge' of the gains and losses. Cardiovascular stability exceeded controls.
In measuring volume responsiveness (Vr) we are interested in the change in CO and therefore D (Pmsa-RAP) (Eq. 2) produced by a volume change DPms, 
Cecconi et al. [6] have carefully documented these changes showing how they are easily measured.
In their experiments, RVR changed minimally.
We agree that static measures do not predict volume responsiveness.
Our dynamic dimensionless measure accurately records volume responsiveness every time the volume state is changed. It does not require positive pressure ventilation, a regular heart rate or other preconditions. It is particularly suitable as is most of the above to closed loop systems of care.
Knowing the volume state, measuring heart performance, quantitating volume responsiveness and achieving vector guidance should we believe start to answer the good professor's ''but for what?'' challenge.
